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By David Sweetnam , Executive Director Georgian Bay Forever

So dark days are
ahead…no I’m not
talking about the
US election. And
since the historic
source of celebrations in December
all harken back to
the sun and our
celestial orbit, it is interesting to
understand some facts about the halo
producing center of our solar system.

conditioner, washing machine, TV
and the other niceties of today’s
Canadian household and the average
home uses about 30 KW daily.
So do we have an energy crisis
looming? Not on the supply side.
Within the next few decades, solar
and other renewable power sources
will deliver clean energy without
burning any fossil fuels (that are also
merely stores of prehistoric solar
energy after all).

It is worth celebrating because it is
Soon every home will have its
the only thing that can make America,
and the rest of the world, “Great own roof of power-shingles, and
will produce and store all of the
Again”.
daily power needed in the home
As the US President-Elect Trump including power for the family’s self(PET) would say, “the Sun is HUGE”. driving electric car. We see the start
It is about 109 earth diameters – of this today where ever cheaper
almost 1.4 million kilometers across solar arrays have sprung up
– and 4,373,000 kilometers around everywhere and new, solar-powerits equator. That would take a producing glass shingles are starting
commercial airliner about 300 days to be installed on rooftops.
of continuous flight to circumnavigate
New nuclear technologies that use
(ignoring gravity and the 5800 degrees
Kelvin temperature that would the partially spent radioactive fuel from
previous generation reactors are
vaporize it).
already being built and the next
The average distance from the Sun generation of reactors utilizing the
to the Earth is 150,000,000 km or Sun’s fusion process are slowly moving
about 11,470 times the Earth’s to reality.
diameter. That same commercial
The future will be full of clean,
airliner would need to fly non-stop
for 10,417 days (28½ years) to make abundant power.
that trip one-way.
So what stands in the way of that
And that ball of light is full of vision? Nothing actually. It’s in the
energy radiating out into space for hands of consumers, everyday citizens
the next billion years or so. After and the next generation who share
that we have to start thinking about the vision of a clean, low-carbon
getting outta here as the Sun begins future. We can buy electric vehicles
its expanding, Earth destroying that are now cheaper to run than gas
evolution before collapsing to powered cars, install solar panels
and efficient battery packs with ever
become a white dwarf star.
increasing capacity in our homes and
The total amounts of energy choose not to purchase small-engine,
emitted from the Sun are staggering gas-powered yard tools.
and the numbers look very weird
Who will try to stop us? Well
and sound strange (1E34 Joules or 3
x 1026 Watts, yotta Watts, eta Watts). here’s where the story does return to
But here on Earth, we can convert the US election.
that energy directly into power with
a solar panel. And at that scale, the
After years of a frenzied media
numbers are much easier to cacophony, the stunned-to-silence
understand – and pronounce. One response to PET’s victory (including
square meter can generate about 1 Hilary Clinton’s post-election season
kilowatt of power.
rendition of “Silent election Night”)
was audible. Their elation and
So what is that in light bulbs? To distress was empathetically shared
answer that, we need to look at how by many of us around Georgian Bay
describing a light bulb has changed who live here or trek here from so
in the past few years. It used to be many distant locales. And rightly so
that we referred to the incandescent on both sides of the political
bulb wattage -- for example a 40, 60 or spectrum -- PET has already backed
100 watt bulb. Those bulbs produced off on numerous commitments
an amount of illumination -- 450, 800 leaving even his right-wing fringe
or 1600 Lumens. To produce equivalent TrumPETers hopping mad.
illumination, today’s LED bulbs only
require 4.5, 7 or 18 watts respectively.
There are many other concerning
So much less power is needed today statements
and
appointments
than twenty years ago. That 1000 signalling the directions the new
watts would have only powered 10 administration is headed towards
of the brightest bulbs but now can but what should be of concern to
power 55 LEDs.
everyone is PET’s sounding the
HUGE horn-of-retreat back to an
Add in the fridge, furnace, air outdated, fossil-fuel based economic

strategy. PET appointed a climatescience-denial-specialist named Myron
Ebell as head of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). Mystery
bell is unwilling to even say the words
“human induced” when attached to
climate change. After years of
receiving support from the fossil fuel
producers, mystery bell is on the
record promising to repeal coallobby
blocking
environmental
regulations. PET and mystery bell
together seem hell bent to try to
reverse course back to a focus on
unsustainable, short-term objectives
that push onto future generations
the ever growing, adverse impacts
of their greed.
The future cumulative costs will
grow to be ever more financially
untenable for our grandchildren as
are those costs that we inherited
from our grandparents’ generation
(about $400 million US per year to
clean up the worst of the polluted
sites on the Great Lakes – PET will
likely push those off to future
generations too).
But, PET’s anti-establishment
argument does contain a sliver of truth
allowing him to justify his actions.
The EPA has screwed up in the past.
Just look to the unfortunate leadpoisoned children of Flint Michigan.
But unlike parents who patiently
watch over their toddlers in the
playground, giving them room to
make mistakes; to fall and get back
up or transgress the simple rules of
the two year olds and earn the
immediate and unfiltered feedback
of their toddler peers, the world
can’t afford to just sit back idly.
Post-truth US now referred to as
Trump Nation (overtly reminiscent of
Ford Nation in “We the North” land)
will be looking to get back at those
crazies who talk about scientific
evidence for policy and decision
making. It is so much easier to keep
burning dinosaurs to feed their
greedy fires.
But, don’t forget who is in charge.
We have the power to direct our own
vision of the future. We have the
vote – both at the ballot box and in
our wallets between elections. And if
the mystery bell government won’t
undertake climate science or education,
we can vote to support charities that
will. We decide what future we want
to leave our childrens’, childrens’
children. And we have so many more
real options today that the coal and oil
barons can no longer suppress. Like
their fuel source, they will eventually
run out of gas. It is a guarantee that
they won’t last. No more excuses —
the future is in our hands.
So let’s all take a deep cleansing
breath, put on our ball caps, and
make the World Great again!
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Hot rocks in a cool place
By Dr. Nick Eyles

Hot rocks in a cool place:
the gneiss rocks of Georgian Bay
The weirdly-contorted and folded
rocks of the Canadian Shield that are
well exposed along the eastern shores
of Georgian Bay attract geologists
from around the world. These rocks
comprise the billion years-old roots of
former mountains now long since
eroded. They have inspired artists and
the public alike who wonder how such
strange rocks came to be. Indeed, for
many decades their origins were
obscure and only illuminated quite
recently by geologists such as Nick
Culshaw and others using the theory
of plate tectonics as proposed by John
Tuzo Wilson in the late 1960’s. This
widely accepted model of how our
planet works is based on the notion
that the Earth’s rigid crust is broken
like a jig saw into about two dozen
large pieces (called plates) that move
across the softer mantle below.
Here, in Georgian Bay, we are part
of the North American plate, which
is actually being made as you read this,
along the volcanic ‘spreading centre’,
along the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean, (and spectacularly seen in Iceland where it is exposed along with
the boundary with the adjacent European plate). The constant addition of
new material along the spreading
centre pushes our plate to the west;
we are moving at about 3.7 cm every
year. The opposing far western edge
of the North American plate lies deep

Matches Island #2, giclee photograph by Ed Bartram

These folded layers form a rock called ‘mylonite’ and represent the shearing out of banded gneisses under heat and pressure
resulting in the stretching and thinning of individual bands. This is very clear evidence of the great stresses these rocks were
under, deep blow the Earth’s surface a billion years ago.

under the west coast of Vancouver
Island. The next ‘big one’, which will
flatten large parts of Vancouver, is
the result of the Pacific plate being

pushed down below our plate: a
dangerous area called the Cascadia
Subduction Zone. Other plates worldwide are being pushed together to

Precambrian Nose, giclee photograph by Ed Bartram
It is not a coincidence that both the artist and geologists have studied the same rocks on a ring of outer islands. The geologist,
Nick Culshaw, comes every summer with his students from Dalhousie University to study the rock formations along the outer
edge of a large fold, which stretches in an arc for about twenty kilometers from Bartram Island to the north. Here, during the
formation of the Grenville Province, a large-scale flow of hot rock rammed onto older formations, as the bow of a boat plows onto
a shore, pulling, stretching and shearing as it moves. The rocks in this formation inspire most of Bartram’s paintings and prints.
“Precambrian Nose”, found on Bartram Island, is located on the southern edge of the fold, which runs along the edge of the
Twelve Mile Bay fault. The banded gneiss is folded into a Nose that is sheared back under great heat and pressure. As the gneiss
band turns back, it is transformed into a fine-grained mylonite, demonstrating how these rocks are metamorphosed.

form large mountains; the classic
example being the Himalayas, which
are the product of the crumpling and
thickening of oceanic rocks unlucky
enough to have been caught between
the northward moving Indian subcontinent (a plate) and Asia. The
famous yellow band on Mount Everest
is a limestone formed well below sea
level, now 8 km above.
Plates are able to move around the
planet as a consequence of powerful
convection currents in the mantle,
but the process is facilitated by hot
rocks at the base of the plates being
of a toffee-like consistency, allowing
the rigid plate to slide. But what we
know of such rocks is limited; we
can’t drill down that far (the deepest
borehole is 13km), and that is where
the Shield rocks of Georgian Bay are
so important for understanding how
the entire planet works. Banded
gneisses, seen as the complexlylayered and contorted rocks along
Highway 400 and on the many islands
offshore, were formerly as much as
25 km deep below the Earth’s surface
where they were heated to
temperatures as high as 800 oC and
stretched and folded (a process called
‘metamorphism’). Those rocks are
now hard and very resistant, having
been exposed at the Earth surface by
deep erosion, but were formerly soft
and hot. Think of them as having
been stirred by the movement of the
overlying plate.
But that’s not all. Georgian Bay
gneisses record a special event in the
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history of the planet between 1.5 and
1 billion years ago when the ancestral
North American plate was colliding
with ancient South America in what
is known as an ‘orogeny.’ That one is
called the Grenville Orogeny when a
500 km wide strip of new land
(including what we now call Georgian
Bay), extending from Sudbury to
Boston and from Labrador to Texas
was welded onto our continent. Huge
mountains just like the Himalayas
formed in the collision and it is their
roots that are now seen on the
eastern shores of Georgian Bay.
This violent event is also of global
significance as it culminated in the
formation of a massive supercontinent,
which is called Rodinia.

The Grenville Mountains didn’t last
long however, and by 800 million
years ago they’d been torn down to
create the low-relief distinctively
knobbly surface of the Canadian
Shield we see today; it has been
flooded by immense shallow seas
(that left the limestones seen to the
south) and scraped and bruised by
glaciers which dug out the Great
Lakes basins, but basically it is
untouched and is one of the oldest
landscapes on the planet; what we
call the Canadian Shield.

Rock and Painting, Manitou:

Bartram painting on rock, behind the rock that inspired it

Nick Eyles has been a Professor of Geology at the University of
Toronto Scarborough Campus since 1982 and has worked
around the globe. He has authored several hundred research
papers and written a series of well received books on the geology
of Ontario and Canada. He has received numerous awards for
his research and outreach activities most notably from the Royal
Society of Canada, and received the Principal’s Research
Award at the University of Toronto Scarborough in 2016. He
has a cottage on Georgian Bay and has greatly enjoyed working
with the Georgian Bay Land Trust in their activities to protect
the Bay, and the authors of the forthcoming book on the unique
ecosystems of Georgian Bay.

Aerial view of Bartram’s dock: Rock folds being examined by Nick Culshaw
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Adventure on Southeast Wooded Pine Island
By Peter Wood and Sherry Giddings
Photos by Peter Wood

Bill Lougheed (Executive Director, Georgian Bay Land Trust) welcomes group to Southeast Wooded Pine Island for a ‘Rock Walk’

Every summer the Georgian Bay
Land Trust organizes two or three
events appropriately named ‘Rock
Walks’. These ‘Walks’ are educational
initiatives, exploring the archipelago
along the east side of Georgian Bay,
as well as an opportunity for people to
enjoy properties held by the Land Trust.

wonders but because it had been elevated to the status of ‘hallowed
ground’ or more precisely, ‘hallowed
rock’ by A. Y. Jackson.

On our journey over, we were fortunate enough to travel with the geologist himself, Dr. Nick Eyles who
described his mission of “bringing
The logistics are not simple. An Geology to everyone.” (Publisher
armada of vessels of various sizes took note).
and degrees of seaworthiness conThe weather was perfect for boatverge on one of the thirty thousand
ing,
walking the rocks and of course,
islands in anticipation of becoming
the
essential picnic. We assembled
geologists in two hours. This year
en
masse
at the north end of the isthe choice was Southeast Wooded
land
and
were greeted by Bill
Pine Island, an outer island off of
Lougheed
(Georgian
Bay Land Trust
Go Home Bay. It was an island well
chosen, not only for its geological Executive Director) who introduced

the group to Nick Eyles.

who inspired him to pursue geology
as a career. Tuzo was a Canadian
For a scientist, professor, author and geophysicist and geologist acclaimed
TV star, the setting was perfect for for his contributions to the theory of
sharing his understanding and passion plate tectonics. We were not only
for the Rocks. It was experiential standing on the evidence for that
learning at its best. For two hours, theory, but Tuzo’s daughter, Susan,
Nick walked about the island ‘doing was in the audience on this day, much
geology’ with his new students. His to the surprise and delight of Nick
revelations were staggering: un- Eyles, proving once again, that life is
imaginable time frames expressed in stranger than fiction.
billions of years and many really big
words like tectonic plates and gneiss
We are already looking forward to
and some others that we have forgotten. next year’s Rock Walk. We anticipate good company, an island picnic
At one point, Dr. Eyles was asked and a deeper understanding of the
about his introduction to Geology. place we call Georgian Bay. We are
He responded by telling us about planning though, a notebook, to capmeeting his ‘hero’, Tuzo Wilson, ture some of those big words.

Bright coloured algae and hardy windblown trees growing out of cracks in hard gneiss reflect the harsh conditions on the outer islands in Georgian Bay.
The lack of soil, summer drought and winter ice keep these islands almost devoid of trees creating an aquatic ecosystem
that is unique and a landscape that continues to inspire

Nick Eyles, on the ‘island classroom’ of
Southeast Wooded Pine Island

Geologist, Dr. Nick Eyles explains the
formation of the ‘rocks’ beneath our feet
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Bartram and Eyles and the beauty of rocks
Imagine four people assembled on a
hillside, early in the morning to witness
the rising of the sun. One person is a
scientist, one is an artist, one is clergyman
and the other is a philosopher.

da Vinci who famously pointed
out that: “Art is the queen of all
sciences
communicating
knowledge to all the generations
of the world.”

The scientist remarks that, “This is a
clear demonstration of the earth rotating
on its axis in orbit around the sun.”

Dr. Eyles is a professor of
Geology at the University of
Toronto but his influence
extends well beyond classrooms. He is the author of
several books on geology (One
richly illustrated by Ed
Bartram). His books, essays
and television shows are part
of his mission to popularize
geology: to help us all
understand the very nature of
this planet we call earth. He is
determined to ignite interest in
the geologic treasures of
Canada. He is quick to point
out that the Rocks of the
Canadian Shield, in particular
of Georgian Bay, attract
geologists from around the
world.

The artist sees “burning cadmium
yellow and orange, intensified by ultramarine blue, giving a feeling of hope.”
The clergyman believes that, “It is
proof of the hand of God at work: a
miracle that happens every day so that
we may know Him.”
The philosopher states, “By the process
of inductive reasoning, we can conclude
that this will happen again tomorrow.”
The point is that there is a context
for every belief. There is a thin line
between belief, opinion and fact. It
seems that the truth is nebulous. Each
of the four believes that they hold a
truth based on their belief system. The
differences are obvious but are there
similarities? Is there any overlap of
belief systems? Logic is surely a source
of truth but so is intuition as is faith.
Art and science are viewed as polar
opposites but might more beneficially
be viewed as partners in the same
search – the search for the truth.

Celebrated
artist
Ed
Bartram has spent his entire
artistic career taking inspiration
from the rocks of the Thirty
Thousand Islands in Georgian Bay,
focusing on the colours, rhythms,
textures and shapes of the rocks –
the subject matter of his paintings,
prints and photographs. His vast body
of work from Bartram Island created
In this issue, Georgian Bay Today over 50 years stands “as testaments
invited a scientist and an artist to to the primordial forces that created
collaborate on their understanding the nucleus of the continent, the
of the Rocks of Georgian Bay. The Canadian Shield.”
scientist is eminent geologist Dr.
Nick Eyles. The artist is celebrated
We present therefore, the analysis
‘Rockscape’ artist Ed Bartram. Their of the scientist and the creative
collaboration here is by no means their inspiration of the artist. The science
first, but we cannot help wonder if this lab and the artists’ studio in this case
partnership points to parallels are the same place: on the Rocks of
between Art and Science: to some Georgian Bay. They both describe
common ground between their ‘what is’, but the scientist emphasizes
respective disciplines. It was Leonardo ‘why it is’ and the artist expresses
the emotional impact.
The artist is intuitive,
expressive, sensual
and emotional while
the
scientist
is
rational, methodical,
logical
and
intellectual.
The
scientist is driven by
data and the rigours
of research while the
artist is driven by
inspiration and the
creative impulse. They
are however, partners
in their mutual pursuit
of
understanding.
By creating a bridge
between passion and
reason, the artist and
scientist
become
ideal partners.

Dr. Nick Eyles and Ed Bartram on Bartram Island

“Artists and scientists
tend to approach problems
with a similar openmindedness and inquisitiveness — they both do

not fear the unknown, preferring leaps to
incremental steps. They make natural
partners. With such complementary
thinking, there is great potential when
they collaborate from the offset, resulting
in unexpected outcomes that can be
exponentially more valuable than when
they work apart.” (Scientific American
July 2013)

with complementary thinking.
When they collaborate, the outcomes
are more valuable, even more
profound than when they work in
isolation from one another. Working
together they enhance experience in
the minds of their audience.
American nature photographer
James Balog expressed it this way,
“When you put the subjectivity of the art
The Bartram and Eyles view are together with the context of the science,
not mutually exclusive. They are you have this very powerful conjunction
rather companions in interpretation, of opposites and together they are
each offering insight adding to our greater than either one could ever be.”
understanding and appreciation. This
marriage of art and science blurs the
Nick Eyles and Ed Bartram are
line between the two disciplines – each trying to see profoundly; both are
world enhanced by the other. They describing and interpreting reality.
may appear at first glance to be polar Their reality begins with a sense of
opposites, but the intersection of the wonder about the Rocks of Georgian
two disciplines reveals a unique version Bay. What is the meaning of these
of reality. It may be said that the rocks? Both scientist and artist are
scientist sees and the artist shows. It pursuing the question of “What is
true” but perhaps more importantly,
“Why does it matter?” It is the
intersection of this dichotomy that
we present in this issue of Georgian
Bay Today.

“...the Rocks of
the Canadian
Shield, in
particular of
Georgian Bay,
attract geologists
from around
the world.”

may also be said that Science determines the truth but it is Art that
illuminates it, urges us to care about
it. Each is fueled by passion, the
passionate pursuit of knowledge. In
this sense, they are natural partners

We did not invite that clergyman,
or the philosopher to comment on the
Rocks. We would value their input
but have narrowed our search down
to two people who have devoted their
life specifically to the wonder of
those Rocks. The geology of
Bartram’s paintings is part of their
beauty that helps us understand the
intricacy and beauty of Eyles’
science. Beauty is not easily defined
but in this case ‘we know it when we
see it’ or ‘we know it when we feel it’.
The last word on this subject goes
to Albert Einstein: “the most beautiful
thing that we can experience is the
mysterious. It is the source of all
true art and science.”
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Growing opposition to trailer park on Macey Bay
By Cathy Cooper

A trailer park proposal, (to be
located amongst the sensitive
Provincially Significant Wetlands of
Tobies Bay and the Georgian Bay
National Park), will be the subject of
a three week-long Ontario Municipal
Board hearing this coming January.
Recently, the three main parties in
the appeal met with an OMB
mediator,
the
parties
being
representatives of the Township, the
developer and an opposition group,
headed by Jean DeMarco, which is
not in favour of the proposed
development.

been much criticized, one would have
expected the municipality to take a
more transparent and inviting
position with respect to the public.

The Macey Bay developer,
Talisker, had used this lack of public
notification to its advantage in
previous proceedings. In previous
OMB hearings over certain aspects
of this property’s zoning, the
developer
characterized
Ms.
DeMarco as a ‘lone wolf ’, insinuating
to the Board that the rest of the
community was in favour of the
development. The developer will no
The list of Georgian Bay longer be able to mischaracterize
organizations joining the opposition Ms. DeMarco as a ‘lone-wolf ’
has been growing, much to the because word of the pending hearing
chagrin of the developer, Talisker.
has spread and, as a result, interest
in protecting this environmentally
The central issue is whether the
sensitive area has grown. In addition
developer, Talisker, can install the first to the more than 200 individuals and
phase of its trailer park, 180-units on the Eastern Georgian Bay Protection
land that has been vacant for six years, Society Inc., whom signed on early
and was previously approved (in 2010), as participants, Ms. DeMarco will
for the construction of 82 single
now represent an additional 85
family homes. Talisker is trying to
individuals plus the following
circumvent a public rezoning applic- groups: Eastern Georgian Bay
ation process in order to prevent
Stewardship Council, Moore Point
notification to, and participation by, Co-operative Inc. and the Georgian
the public. How Talisker has made
Bay Preservation Alliance. The
this attempt is by trying to revive a Cognashene Cottage and Honey
20 year-old conditional ruling, made Harbour Associations and the
in 1996, when a now defunct trailer Georgian Bay Association have
park had occupied the site. That ruling joined in as independent participants.
was dependent upon conditions that
were never met. Both public notificThese
individuals
and
ations of such a rezoning application, organizations will fight to have the
as well as public input, are required OMB uphold Provincial set-backs
under the Planning Act.
and buffer zones from PSWs
(Provincially Significant Wetlands)
Recent witness statements filed and from areas zoned EP
by the Township, with the Ontario (Environmentally Protected). They
Municipal Board, indicate that the will fight to have the District settownship has now joined the backs for septic systems upheld.
developer to oppose further public They will oppose the rezoning of a
involvement. This is especially portion of the property from
troubling since a major objection to agricultural and single family
development on this site has always residential zones to ‘Commercial’
been the lack of public notification and will attempt to minimize
and due process thus far. In a case as development.
important and contentious as this
one, one where a repeated lack of
What would success look like for
notice and public involvement has the various opposition groups? Some
may hope to convince
the OMB that trailer
parks are prohibited

under the township’s by-laws for
good reasons, forcing a change to a
more
appropriate
form
of
development. Some are looking for a
substantially reduced development
positioned in a limited area on the
site, and limited to larger homes, in
keeping with the existing agreement
registered on title. No matter what
type of development is permitted,
they all share the common goal to
obtain an OMB ruling that will force
the developer to adhere to all
environmental
law
District
standards for set-backs of sewage
treatment plants and beds. Most
importantly, they wish to ensure that
the development is in keeping with
proper planning principles for this
site.
Ever since municipal taxation
became based upon property
assessments, municipalities have
discovered that the taxes paid by
trailer parks are often insufficient to
cover the actual costs of delivering
services, which may, in turn, burden
the ratepayers of this township.

where it will situate the proposed
sewage treatment systems and two
enormous septic beds, as well as
areas for the first 180 trailer units. A
new
Environmental
Impact
Statement (EIS) was also filed. (A
previous EIS submitted to the
MNR& F by the developer, for a
trailer park, was deemed unacceptable
on multiple grounds.)
It was previously speculated that
the developer would submit a site
plan application just prior to the
OMB hearing in the hopes that it
could gain a quick approval from the
township, which would render much
of the OMB appeal moot. Quite
appropriately, the township is on
record that it will not approve any
aspect of this development before
the OMB has heard the appeal and
reached a decision.

Whatever the OMB ultimately
decides, it is now clear that the main
opposition to the developer’s massive
trailer park will have to come from
the township’s citizenry, cottage
groups
and
environmental
Since the 1990’s, all tiers of organizations of Georgian Bay, and
government have enacted new sadly, not from local government.
environmental laws recognizing the Indeed, based upon recent witness
need to protect our valuable natural statements filed by the Township,
resources from the negative impacts (publically available), it appears that
of development. These new laws the Township is supporting the
make the proposed high-density developer in moving forward with
trailer park undesirable.
the trailer park.
These changes to municipal and
environmental legislation present
some very interesting questions
when applied to this particular OMB
case. Will the developer be able to
roll back the clock to the 1990’s by
resurrecting a lapsed 20 year old
conditional rezoning for which the
environmental conditions were
never met? Can a trailer park ‘use’
be resurrected for the site after it has
been replaced with a municipal
agreement calling for 82 residential
homes?

Fundraising to save the Least
Bittern and the wetlands
at Macey Bay
Least Bitterns are a small
precarious population (of herons)
that is under intense pressure from
human activities, especially habitat
loss. They are on the list of Species
at Risk and their conservation status
is ‘threatened’. They are present in
the breeding grounds of Macey Bay
and have become the ‘poster bird’ for
preserving the wetlands there.

As predicted, the developer,
Stayner
woodcarver,
Jim
Talisker, recently filed a new Site Harkness has created 7 unique
Plan application for this property Bittern carvings to highlight the
with the Township. The plan shows wetland preservation initiative and
support the effort to
preserve the population
of Bitterns at Macey Bay.

Wasaga Beach Collingwood Thorbury
Jen Scholte, Broker
72 Hurontario St. Collingwood, ON, L9Y 2L8
www.JenScholte.com

Craftsman Jim Harkness of Stayner has created 7 unique wood carvings
of the Least Bittern in support of the initiative to save this threatened
species and the wetlands at Macey Bay

Ms. DeMarco, and her
team, are leading the opposition to the trailer Park
development adjacent to
this sensitive wetland
habitat at Macey Bay and
are in need of financial
support through donations.
A donor of $1200, or more,
will receive one of the
Harkness Bittern carvings.
Their goal is to raise
$50,000, which is required
to cover the cost of experts
to oppose the developer at
the upcoming Ontario
Municipal Board hearing.
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Ed Bartram: fifty years on Bartram Island

Towards the Christian Islands,
2016
Acrylic and mixed media, 40x60 in.
Bartram Island, located on the edge of
the Twelve Mile Bay Fault, is a maze of
zebra- like striped gneiss. Bartram
discovered this island while camping as
a youth, has built his summer studio here,
and taken his inspiration from its rocks.

Ed Bartram:
Artist Statement

Precambrian Point #2, 1986

Flat Rock, Canadian Shield, 1972

Photo-etching, 60x90 cm., edition of 35

Etching, aquatint, 55x70 cm., edition of 30

Orange colored lichens find a toe-hold
on banded gneisses composed of
alternating layers of black amphibolites
and pale colored granitic bands.

This is a classic view of dark bands of
amphibolite, rich in iron and
magnesium, alternating with lighter
bands of more granitic composition
dominated by quartz and feldspars.
This results from the intrusion of molten
dark basaltic magma (now amphibolite)
from the mantle into overlying warmed
toffee-like granitic continental crust and
then their slow comingling as they are
sheared out under enormous pressures
deep below the Grenville Mountains.

I have worked every summer for over fifty years in or near my Bartram
Island studio, taking inspiration from the banded gneisses and
migmatites of Georgian Bay’s Thirty Thousand Islands. My prints and
paintings are not just of rocks and islands but are a testament to the
primordial forces that created the nucleus of the continent, the Canadian
Shield. Older than life itself, these Precambrian rocks have been pushed
towards the core of the earth where, under the weight of great mountains,
they were metamorphosed into molten chocolate ripple-like swirls of
pink and black. Surfacing again, after millennia of erosion and glaciation,
this rock forms, in a bay of Lake Huron, a striated archipelago covered
with abstract patterns. My work interprets the forces of nature as
revealed on these Precambrian surfaces, made visible by the cleansing
and polishing power of ice and water.
My printing plates are a metaphor for these forces as they are created
by the corrosive power of acid and the scraping and engraving of etching
tools on their surface . Many of my photo-etchings are derived from
photographs of rock patterns transposed to zinc printing surfaces. My
paintings, on the other hand, are constructed by flowing, rather than
brushing, acrylic medium across a textured canvas. Black sand (eroded
amphibolite) is collected from local beaches and incorporated into the
painting. Many of my paintings are life-sized, extremely accurate
representations of existing structures, but to those unfamiliar
with the landscape, they may appear to be abstractions.
Rather than using the traditional landscape composition of the
Group of Seven, I often take a more intimate viewpoint where
the rock surface itself becomes the predominating subject of the
work. I have spent years searching among the islands for
patterns within the structure of the rock which, in my work, could
become landscapes that capture the essence of the windswept
north.
Anorthosite, Southern Point Sandy Island, 2016
Acrylic and mixed media, 36x60 in.
Detail on cover
These white igneous rocks, composed of plagioclase feldspar are the
same rocks found on the light coloured areas of the moon.
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Metaphors for the forces of nature

Rock Surface #3, 1989

Precambrian Surface #2, 1988

Etching, aquatint, 60x90 cm., edition of 30

Etching, 60x90 cm., edition of 30

Here moss and lichens grow preferentially on dark colored iron and nutrient-rich
bands of amphibolite in contrast to the bare quartz-rich layers that surround them.
The contorted layers bear testimony to squeezing and deformation at depths of 25
km or more below the Grenville Mountains a billion or more years ago.

Orange lichens only seem to grow where they are splashed by water, here
scattered across a black gneiss band.

Whalesback, Georgian Bay, 2016

Split Rock

Acrylic and mixed media, 30x40 in.

Giclee photograph

Alternating amphibolite and granitic bands are found on this formation which has
been glacially smoothed into the whalesback shape so common on Georgian bay

Here, alternating bands of amphibolite and granite have been cut by faults which
offset the layers. This is an excellent example of brittle deformation at the end of
the Grenville mountain building when once deeply buried rocks
had cooled and hardened, in contrast to the predominantly folded
rocks of Georgian Bay which were deformed when hot and
relatively soft during the peak of mountain building. Observe that
the rock has moved along the faultline demonstrating how the
Shield is constantly moving. This was the rock structure found on
Bartram Island that inspired Ed to begin his first series of
etchings, the Canadian Shield Series, in 1970.

Outer Shoals #5, 2017
Acrylic and mixed media, 40x60 in.
The striking parallelism of the bands of dark colored amphibolite
and lighter colored granitic bands are graphic evidence of the
intrusion of dark mantle rocks into lighter-colored overlying
continental crust and their slow deformation and shearing under
the Grenville Mountains during the major plate tectonic collision
known as the Grenville Orogeny more than 1 billion years ago.
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Essential Hard Rock reading about Georgian Bay
The result is a rich account that takes teacher’s guide for schools, and will
us from lichens, to loons, to be an invaluable guide for the public,
landscapes, above water and below, planners and politicians.
the history of its peopling from ice
age hunters to today speaking to its
Rockscapes
industrial legacy, to art and literature.
By Ed Bartram
The book draws on archival
Fitzhenry and Whiteside
material and aerial photography and
new satellite imagery to bring the
The Thirty Thousand Island
Bay to life. Above all, we explain for Archipelago, stretching along the
the first time, the long history of the eastern shore of Georgian Bay, has
Bay and its varied landscapes, been the inspiration for Ed Bartram’s
waterscapes and ecosystems and why work as a painter, printer, and
it is unique.
photographer for over fifty years.
Appropriately, given the aims of the
Georgian Bay Land Trust the book
will conclude with
an overview of
modern day environmental challenges
that threaten the survival of this fragile
but as yet largely
pristine ecosystem.
The book will appeal
to a wide national
audience and be
accompanied by a
poster
and
a

Canadian Shield
The Rocks That Made Canada
By Nick Eyles
Fitzhenry and Whiteside
This book traces the geologic evolution of the Shield, its first tentative
exploration by humans starting
11,000 years ago as the last great ice
sheets withdrew, its changing economic
fortunes as Europeans penetrated its
remote rocky vastness for furs and
metals, and its transformation in the
twentieth century into a national icon
to Canadians.
Regarded as ‘barren’ and of no
value, much of the Shield was given
away in 1670 to a single Londonbased fur trading company, the
Hudson Bay Company, who jealously
guarded its northern domain until
1867. This two hundred year long
monopoly
created
a
virtual
government over a huge piece of
North America. Without the HBC,
much of it would have passed into
American hands and there would
have been no ‘Canadian’ Shield or
country called Canada. As a nation,
we are indebted to hard rock.

Glaciers have scraped away the
earthen mantle along its island
studded coast, revealing ancient Precambrian Rockscapes. These rock
formations, older than life itself,
provide a record of the processes of
creation.
Bartram’s Rockscapes, discovered
among the islands of Georgian Bay,
are a testament to the primordial
forces that create the nucleus of the
continent - the Canadian Shield –
and the power of the northern
Canadian landscape.

Georgian Bay
A Unique
North American
Ecosystem
Edited by Nick Eyles
Fitzhenry and Whiteside
The Georgian Bay Land
Trust celebrates its 25th anniversary in 2016 by bringing
together the remarkable story
of the unique place called
Georgian Bay. This large
format, lavishly illustrated
book, includes thirteen lively
written chapters contributed
by a wide range of scientists,
artists, long term residents
and other public experts.

This is our entrance with plenty of
free parking on Fourth Street, Our
associates will welcome you inside!

Midland Tim-Br Mart

200 Third Street, Midland, Ont. L4R 3R9
705-526-2264, toll free: 1-800-265-2211
fax: 526-5801
web site: midlandtimbrmart.on.ca
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A bird, a name and a country:
the search for a national symbol
The Royal Canadian Geographic
Society, through its publication
Canadian Geographic magazine, has
selected and recommended the Gray
Jay as Canada’s national bird. Remarkably, we do not have an avian symbol
and after 150 years of Confederation,
they appropriately pointed out that
it is about time.

name ‘Gray’ is commonplace because of its representation in American
bird books widely used in Canada. If
we are to accept this species as a
national symbol, we are going to need
to advocate for a name change back to
the most appropriate Canada. Not to
suspect a bias by the AOU, but at last
check, the following species common
names all begin with the word ‘American’:
The process, called The National Bald Eagle. Bittern, Crow, Coot,
Bird Project, initiated in January of Avocet, Goldfinch, Kestrel, White
2015, solicited the advice of ornith- Pelican, Golden Plover, Redstart, Tree
ologists, experts at Bird Studies Sparrow and Wigeon. If a Golden
Canada, conservationists, cultural Plover is American, might we suggest
experts and Indigenous Peoples. They that a bird that has 90% of its range
also invited Canadians to vote on their on this earth exclusively in Canada
choice for a national bird symbol. They be named appropriately?
began with a list of 10 potential
species that was later narrowed down
The name change was also notable
to five: Snowy Owl, Common Loon, because it ignores the Latin name for
Black-capped Chickadee, Gray Jay and the species Perisoreus Canadensis. It is
the Canada Goose. On the Canadian a permanent resident of the boreal
Geographic web site they proudly forest. In other words, it is present,
announced, “After two years, nearly year round, in every province and
50,000 votes and thousands of public territory. This boreal biome emerged
and expert comments, the Canadian 12 000 years ago after the last ice age
Geographic National Bird Project con- and is characterized by spruce and pine
cludes. Meet our newest national conifers. It is a band of forest 1000
emblem.” The Gray Jay was announced kilometres wide that stretches from
on November 16, 2016.
Newfoundland to the Yukon, separating
the arctic tundra from the southern
The voting process did not favour deciduous forests. It represents 60% of
the Gray Jay. The results were: Loon the Canadian land mass. It is important
13 995, Snowy Owl 8948, Gray Jay to the entire planet for biological
7918, Goose 3616, and the Chickadee diversity, for storing carbon, purifying
3324, which, of course begs the air and water and regulating climate.
question; “why solicit votes if the The Gray Jay spends its entire life
‘expert opinion’ was to be given there and represents it well.
priority?” The process may have its
flaws but the Society did get this right.
Gray Jays are smart and hearty.
The Gray Jay is an ideal choice as a They survive the harsh winters by
national symbol for Canada.
caching food. In summer and fall they
store food in thousands of hiding
Three of the final contenders for places that they are capable of
this distinction are already honoured remembering in the winter. In an
as Provincial symbols. The Loon, the adaptation unique to this species, they
Owl and the Chickadee are the prov- even build nests and raise their young
incial birds of Ontario, Quebec and New in the depths of winter cold. Their
Brunswick respectively. Duplicating diet is variable: they can eat seeds,
a choice from that list, although won- insects, berries, and small mammals,
derful symbols, would at least lack even carrion. They are perfectly
originality, if that were a criterion. adapted to our northern taiga.
What is not a criterion is familiarity,
the basis much of the objection to the
The appeal of the Gray Jay extends
selection of the Gray Jay. The people beyond taxonomy and life history. If
of Toronto who called their complaints we can be forgiven a moment of anthrinto local radio shows need to be opomorphism, it is the personality of
reminded that we are not searching for this species that is so appealing. In
the ‘Bird of Toronto’. Furthermore, Indigenous culture, the Gray Jay was
the success as a species of the Canada named ‘wisakedjak’ from which we
Goose has made it highly visible but have derived the nickname of ‘whisky
its’ status might best be described as jack’ (not the American ‘whiskeyjack’).
reaching pest proportions and best It was believed to be a ‘shape-shifter’,
left in fourth place.
a trickster, teacher and messenger.
They are smart, they are curious and
In 1957, the American Ornithological they are bold. Everyone who has
Union renamed the Canada Jay, the visited the Northern forest has
Gray Jay: adding insult to injury by returned with a whisky jack story.
insisting on the American spelling. The Here is mine:
International Ornithological Committee on the other hand, specifically
My three companions and I were
states that ‘grey’ and ‘gray’ are equally birding in the arctic, at the edge of the
acceptable. The CBC in its wisdom is tree line where conifers give way to tundra.
insisting on the name ‘grey jay’. The I was attracted by faint melodious

whispers coming from a
nearby stand of Black
Spruces. Like the Sirens’
song of Homer, the sound
was irresistible and I set off to
investigate, alone, breaking an
unspoken
but
solemn
agreement to stay together.
Each time I approached the
chatter of birds, it stopped,
only to start up again further
in the woods. Eventually, I
reached a clearing and was
surrounded by several whisky
jacks. They came near to me
in a playful and friendly
manner, chatting, I assumed,
to me. Their voices had
changed to a tumultuous chatter
interspersed with whistles. I was
enchanted, but when they suddenly flew off
together, I realized that I was also lost.
It was the greyest of days,(not grayest),
impenetrable pea soup sky offering no
possibility of determining sun direction.
I felt that I could retrace my steps, but
everywhere I looked, I faced silent walls
of green/black spruce. I had lost my
sense of direction only once before, but it
was in southern Ontario where it is not
possible to walk in any direction with out
coming upon a road, spotting a light or
hearing a sound. This was different; it
was the arctic: no roads, no lights and no
sounds. A sense of panic flooded over me,
not simply because I was helpless, but
because I might yet be subjected to the
indignity of a helicopter rescue.

Photo by Mike McEvoy

By Peter Wood

my humility restored. I became
aware of who was master of this
‘universe’. The message had been
delivered.

The Royal Canadian Geographic
Society claims that they made the
decision to name the Gray Jay our
national bird “neither lightly nor
quickly.” The Society has it right
though, this species is the ultimate
Canadian symbol and it does matter.
These symbols represent how we see
ourselves, our country and how
others see us. They speak about the
people who chose them and what
they want to say about themselves
and their land. The Eagle, for
instance, is by far the most common
national avian symbol, used by no
less than 17 countries including the
USA, Germany, Mexico and Egypt.
I remember standing still, looking in It is chosen for its majesty and great
the direction that the birds had flown and strength. The Costa Ricans on the
hearing that faint chatter. Hoping that the other hand, home to the richest
Jays were also curious about my friends diversity of avian life on earth, have
and would visit with them, I walked at chosen the very common and modest
the sound. In moments, I emerged from Clay-colored Robin.
the forest and was greeted with steely
silence. It was clear to me that my
The Gray Jay is not yet our official
companions had not appreciated my National Bird. That prestigious title
wandering and I had apparently been depends on approval of the federal
gone for longer than I thought.
government. We would be wise to
encourage their endorsement; it is
I eventually broke an uncomfortable about time and the candidate is well
silence with some bird talk:
chosen – if only we could get the name
right. How about “Canada Gray Jay”?
“Did you guys see those Canada Jays?” Is that too much to ask? Better yet,
I asked, hopefully.
why not use the Indigenous name or
at least the English version of that
“Nope, never saw them.”
name? For those who object to the
choice, it may be time to take a trip
“You must have heard them at least?” to the boreal forest and experience
this remarkable species - they may
Glancing at one another and looking have a message for you.
at me as if I were dreaming, “Never
heard a thing.”
The Canadian Bird Project is a
valuable social exercise. The choice
My encounter with the whisky of bird species is less important than
jacks amongst the spruces did have a the process itself. It has launched a
‘dreamlike’ quality. My sense of time public dialogue about birds, about
and space had been suspended, but nature, about our environment. It
nevertheless a lesson had been has for a few precious moments
learned. I had been lured onto their ‘changed the subject’ from sports,
territory, teased and sent on my way politics, shopping and other matters
to consider my new knowledge. My of ‘great concern’ and that has to be
vulnerability had been exposed and worthwhile.
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Legend Red Kelly shares his story of a life well lived
By Peter Wood

On September 24th, the
town of Penetangushene was
buzzing with excitement. A
legend was in their midst. In
this case, it was not a movie
star, not a rock star but a
legend from that most hallowed Canadian ‘religion’ known
as hockey. The visitor was
Leonard Red Kelly, winner
of eight Stanley Cups and a
prominent leader of the
Toronto Maple Leafs during
their heyday of hockey
supremacy in the 1960s. He
was in town to launch The
Red Kelly Story.
The Red Kelly Story was
written by local writers
David M. Dupuis and L.
Waxy Gregoire in collaboration with Red himself.
Dupuis likes to say that they
have invented a new hybrid
genre “bio/auto biography.”
He also pointed out that an
autobiography was out of the
question for Red because of
his legendary modesty.

After his playing career,
Red continued to pursue his
life in hockey as a coach:
first with the expansion team
in Los Angeles and later, the
challenging and floundering
Pittsburgh team. In 1975,
Red was hired by one Harold
Ballard after a jail cell
telephone interview to
coach the Toronto Maple
Leafs. He famously invoked
‘pyramid power’ to counter
the Philadelphia magic of
Kate Smith and her stirring
renditions of ‘God Bless
America’ that seemed to
bring victories to the Flyers
at home games. The pyramids
brought the team back to
respectability but the Leafs
were no match for the ‘Broad
Street Bullies’. After 30 years
in hockey, Red gave it up for
good, reluctantly in 1978.

polite, still uses ‘dang’ and ‘hang’
rather than the more colourful cuss
words so freely tossed around today.
His accomplishments are many:
Order of Canada, Hockey Hall of
Fame, Canadian Sports Hall of
Fame, eight time All Star, eight
Stanley Cups (without playing for
Montreal), four Lady Byng Trophies
(sportsmanship), one Norris Trophy
(best defenseman), # 14 on list of
One Hundred All-time Maple Leafs,
#4 retired in Toronto in his honour.
Add to that formidable list, his family
and his public service and you have a
‘life well lived, on and off the ice.”
This Red Kelly Story is much more
than a biography or historic period
piece; it is a statement about the
values and conduct of a man who
had a deep appreciation for the
blessings of his life. It should be
mandatory reading for all young
professional athletes today.

If your hockey memory
David M. Dupuis is a retired
extends back to the glory psychiatric nurse; he has always been
days of the Leafs, the rich interested in local history. He was chair
game details in this book of The Penetanguishene Centennial
will provide a welcome trip Museum Board, The PenetanguishWritten by two authors from Penetang, The Red Kelly
The book is well written
down memory lane. Dupuis ene Rendezvous 400 Champlain
story is published by ECW, 380 pages, hardcover
and researched. The authors
and Gregoire left no stone Committee and is presently chair of
tell the Kelly story in exquisite detail,
Red’s values were further nurtured unturned in their investigative the Penetanguishene Sports Hall of
richly textured by first person input at St. Michaels College School where research. Sports writers of the day, Fame. He resides in Toanche, Ont.
from Red himself and illustrated with he was a resident from 1944 – 1947. former players, hockey books, mixed
a collection of vintage photographs. St. Mikes was a hockey power those with Kelly comments of the day and
David is the author of local
days and a beneficiary of the many his current memories, make this a (Penetanguishene) history books:
The line-ups on this day to shake Irish boys who they embraced. He was remarkable read. If you are a long Welcome to the Place of White
the hand of Mr. Kelly were long. well coached and launched his NHL suffering Leaf fan, this book will take Rolling Sands, Welcome to Martyrs
Some three hundred people and a career from their program. The power- you back to the days when hockey was Shrine, The Legend of Kitchi’u’wa’ne’,
battery of news outlets swarmed the house Detroit Red Wings drafted him being built, when the new technology Ste. Anne’s of Penetanguishene,
local curling club for a chance to meet in 1947 and he was fortunate enough of television created Hockey Night Champlain and Huronia. He has
the original number ‘4’. One hundred to play with Gordie Howe, Ted in Canada that became part of written three books on hockey:
and fifty books were sold, each one Lindsay, and many other legends of Canadian culture, with Red Kelly as Sawchuck The Troubles and
personalized by Red, David and Waxy hockey. Four Stanley Cups later, the the central character. Reading these Triumphs of the World’s Greatest
(I have it on good authority that it is team was unceremoniously dismantled pages, you hear the voice of Foster Goalie, and co-authored Pierre Pilote
pointless to ask Waxy about his by a dysfunctional organization under Hewitt and re-live the passion of Heart of the Blackhawks and the Red
nickname – only he knows). Red is the questionable leadership of Jack hockey.
Kelly Story. He is also a regular
89 years old now but hasn’t changed Adams and Red was dealt to the
contributor to Georgian Bay Today.
that much: still a gentleman and still Toronto Maple Leafs.
Red is 89 years old now but has
has time for everyone.
changed little. Still modest, still
Red was brought to the Leafs by
Two things are clear. The Red Punch Imlach as an antidote to that
Kelly Story is about much more than other great number ‘4’ in Montreal,
a hockey player and his career. Red’s Jean Beliveau and as a complement
story is about a farm boy who made to Frank Mahovolich, another young
the big leagues, but it is also about product of St. Mikes. Red was moved
the inner workings of the NHL up to centre from defense and the rest
during those exclusive days of the is history; Frank became a superstar
‘Original Six’ and the evolution of and the Leafs won four Stanley Cups
the NHL into expansion. It is about (1962, 63, 64 and again in 1967) – the
an era and about an athlete who last and distant Maple Leaf glory days.
represented so much more as a In an extraordinary development, Red
devoted family man, a gentleman was also a Member of Parliament
and a respected politician.
under the Lester Pearson government from 1963 – 1965.
The story begins with Red’s upbringing on a farm near Port Dover.
The story also details Red’s
It was on the farm that he was stee- marriage to figure skater Andra
ped in family values from which he Carol McLaughlin, who became such
never wavered. He returned to the farm a tower of strength in his life that he
every summer until he was married later proclaimed this partnership
and started his own family. The farm and the family of four children that
shaped his life, developed his values followed,
as
the
greatest
Book launch and signing at the Penetang Curling Club with Red Kelly,
and kept him physically fit.
accomplishment of his life.
L. Waxy Gregoire and David M. Dupuis
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Bayscapes Bash: great party, great cause
Photo Essay By Peter Wood
Trendy Artscape Wychwood
Barns was the perfect event
venue for over 200
Georgian Bay supporters

Plenty of
great food,
drink and
conversation
is an annual
feature at a
‘Bayscapes
Bash’
Peter Cooper, former Chair and
Director of the Land Trust with brother
Jim, Chair and Director of the Stewardship Committee, GBLT
Chris Baines
auctions off a
South African
Safari

Rick Hayward, former Director of the Land Trust at silent auction table;
East View from Webber Island by Wendy Wingfelder in foreground.

Considering an offer for one the
great art pieces available in
silent auction – Roy’s Pass by
Joanna foster in foreground

Chris Baines, (advisor to the Board of
GBLT), Master of Ceremonies and
Auctioneer, with Bill Lougheed, current
Executive Director of the GBLT

Vicki Carruthers’
On the Edge

Music was provided by the
Motown band the ‘Intentions’ beautiful row boat generously
donated by Rossiter for auction
(in foreground)

On Friday, November 25th, the
Georgian Bay Land Trust held their
annual Bayscapes Bash and art auction.
In typical Land Trust fashion, it was
held at a trendy event venue, this year
at the Artscape Wychwood Barns, an
arts hub in the west end of Toronto.
The facility was built in 1913 as a
street car maintenance facility but has
been transformed into artist housing
and studios, public green space, a
greenhouse, farmer’s market, office
space for local community groups and
of course a great hall for great events.

Wally King, founding Chair of the
GBLT with Brooks Greer, Land
Protection Program Manager

the wilderness of Georgian Bay.
They are: “residents, cottagers,
boaters, sailors, kayakers, canoeists,
fishers, campers, hikers and nature
enthusiasts” (from the GBLT web
site). The Land Trust is a not-forprofit registered charity. Money is
raised through tickets sales to the
event, and through the auctions.

gathered to celebrate the Bay and
participate in its preservation.

There were two sessions of silent
auction on a selection of Georgian
Bay themed paintings and photographs
followed by a live auction. A South
African Safari and a beautiful Rossiter
rowboat were sold to the highest
bidders. All proceeds from ticket sales,
If food and drink are a measure of art sales and live auction support the
a party, this one was a success. Nadine protection and stewardship of GeorgHughes of Thrive Foods in Honey ian Bay wilderness. When the auctions
Harbour supplied great food and the closed, the party was turned over to
Waterloo Brewing Company supplied the Motown sound of the Intentions.
The Georgian Bay Land Trust the beer. The event was attended by
holds this fund raising event every over two hundred guests so there was
All in all it was an enjoyable evening
year to support their efforts to protect no shortage of conversation as friends in support of a worthwhile cause.

Executive director Bill Lougheed
summed it up this way, “This year was
a huge success with over two hundred
attending our charity fundraiser. Thank
you all!! Our supporters are crucial to
our work to set aside and steward in
perpetuity wilderness and communityenjoyed natural spaces on the Bay and
within its eastern watershed. In 2016
the land trust was singled out for
special recognition by Environment &
Climate Change Canada for its
preservation of critical habitat and
permitted use of the Canada 150 logo
as for being a grantee of federal funds
to accelerate its land conser-vation
work on the coast and within the
Georgian Bay Biosphere.”
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Ed Bartram upcoming shows

Camp Hurontario
70 Summers in Camping

WHY CHOOSE OUR CAMP?

• Small groups of only 8 campers
• Best camper to staff ratio
(195 campers, 110 staff )
• Appreciation of the natural environment
• Huge biology program- snakes, frogs & turtles
• Flexible, non-school like approach to programming
• Spectacular Georgian Bay Island setting
• Amazing non-city activities suited to camp’s
outdoor setting
• Well-maintained sleeping cabins
• Staff trained to build friendships and develop
leadership skills, independence & self- confidence
• Family owned and operated for all 68 summers
• Safety comes first (Doctor on staff )
• Amazing food!
1 Ridge Park, Toronto, Ontario M4T 2E4 • Tel: 416-488-2077 • Fax: 416-486-0865
Email: hurontario@sympatico.ca • www.camphurontario.com

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK!
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From China to Georgian Bay
By Karen Mealing

Ross Skoggard, co-owner of the
Captain’s House Heritage Bed and
Breakfast in Midland, was born in
China where his father, Bruno, was a
pilot and his mother, Jean, was
studying Chinese painting. From

them, he developed a love of China, island including Tom Thomson and
painting and writing, and also a love Arthur Lismer,” Skoggard says of
for his island on Georgian Bay.
their cottage in Go Home Bay. “I take
guests to where Group of Seven stood
“Some of Canada’s greatest land- and show them what they looked at
scape artists have painted on our when they painted some of Canada’s
greatest landscape paintings.”
“I’ve spent at least part of every
summer of my life there,” he says,
commenting he was encouraged
from an early age to make us of his
mother’s supply of paper and Western
and Chinese art supplies. “I think this
is where I got my early association
of Georgian Bay and painting. I
think there’s no more challenging
subject in painting than Georgian
Bay, but also none more rewarding.”

Penetang Harbour, 2016 oil on canvas 16 x 20”

Skoggard grew up in New York and
majored in studio art at Bard College.
He had his first solo painting exhibition
at the Centre Culturel Canadien in
Paris at the age of 21. Skoggard
worked as an art journalist writing
critical reviews, articles and profiles
with Only Paper Today, Art in
America, Artforum, the Village
Voice, and Canadian Forum. He
attended Columbia University as a
mature student in their graduate art
history program.
When Skoggard moved
back to Toronto, he continued with his painting
practice and re-established
his printmaking practice. He
also delved into teaching,
leading workshops and
hosting sketching retreats
at his cottage.

Charlie’s Island, 2016 oil on canvas 16 x 20”

Skoggard will be leading
an Introduction to Drypoint
Printing workshops with
Quest Art School + Gallery
in Midland on Feb. 18
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Ross Skoggard painting at the Quest
‘Art Slam’

The cost is $65 for Quest Art
members and $85 for non-members
and includes all materials. Skoggard
will also be participating in Quest
Art’s Piece of Mind International
Print Exchange on display from
March 17 to May 13. For more
information visit www.questart.ca or
call 705-526-ARTS (2787).
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